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With FCPX Social Mega Pack, users can add popular social media animations to their videos in just a few
clicks.
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Aliso Viejo, California — Pixel Film studios has just released a new
collection of social media inspired graphics, FCPX Social Mega Pack, now
available on the company’s store. Users will have access to over 560

social media graphics, with free and frequent updates included.
“Creatives can use the FCPX Social Mega Pack in many ways,” said Lynn
Silver, Media Manager of Pixel Film Studios. “The graphics can be used
as a visual storytelling aid, or video creators can use them to lead the
audience to their other social media accounts. The possibilities are
endless!”

Users can use presets to show social media posts on screen for better
storytelling

A Variety of Unique Tools
With the FCPX Social Media Mega Pack, users can access tools including
Icons, Emojis, Follow Screens, Lower Thirds, Messages, Social Media
Graphics, Tags, Devices, and more. Users can take advantage of these
professionally designed assets to add polish to their video projects.

Easy to Use – Just Drag and Drop
Users will need to locate the desired preset in the Titles or Generators
menu, and drag it above their footage in the timeline. Then, in the
inspector, users will need to adjust the controls to their liking.
Special tools can also be applied from the Effects menu. Users will need
to drag it directly on top of the footage to apply it.

Users will find it easy to customize the colors of each preset to fit their
branding

Customize Presets to Fit Your Brand

Users can easily match the colors of each preset to fit their brand. In the
inspector, intuitive controls allow for color changes, scaling,
repositioning, and more. And various presets can be customized with
brand logos or images.

Custom logos, images and text can be applied to various presets

Free Future Updates
FCPX Social Mega Pack will continue to grow with future updates.
At a fixed price of $49.95, FCPX Social Mega Pack is available now at
pixelfilmstudios.com. Additional product information, including system

requirements, can be found on the product page here.
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